
This is Taisuke Nishimura, Chief of Financial Planning Unit.
Thank you for joining our conference call today. 
Today, I will make a general overview of our financial results, followed by a question and 
answer session.
Please turn to page 2.





Here are today's three key highlights.
Let me start with FY2021 results.
Both group adjusted profit and consolidated net income increased exceeding our 
expectations, mainly due to an increase in investment income at DL and PLC. For
consolidated net income, an increase in overseas interest rates, particularly in the U.S.,
led to an improvement of MVA related gains (losses) at DFL.
The financial market environment from February onwards became volatile following 
Russia's invasion of Ukraine. However, our group exposure to Russia in investment 
management is extremely limited, with no direct investments or loans and around few 
hundred-million yen through outsourced investment funds.
The capital efficiency indicator, group adjusted ROE, declined YoY due to an increase in 
unrealized gains on net assets (the denominator), despite the positive impact of higher 
adjusted profit and share buybacks. Group ROEV declined due to decrease in unrealized 
gains at DL and DFL as well as revision of insurance related assumptions at DL.
New business performance at DL is still on the way of recovery, while the share of 
conversion policy sales to existing customers is gradually declining. On the other hand,
sales volume at DFL improved, partly due to a rise in overseas interest rates. NFL and 
overseas subsidiaries had solid sales performance.
Next, I will explain FY2022 results forecast.
Group adjusted profit is expected to reach approximately ¥270 billion due to a reactionary 
YoY decline in investment income and other factors. Group VNB is expected to increase 
due to an improvement of product mix at DL assuming a further decline in the share of 
policy conversions with limited additional profitability, in addition to an increase at other 
companies. 
Finally, I will share about shareholder payouts. Considering ESR, cash position, and 
strategic investment opportunities, it was determined to allocate up to ¥120 billion for 
share buybacks. For FY2022, based on 30% payout ratio of adjusted profit average for 
past 3 years including FY2022 forecast and taking into account the possible decrease in 
the number of shares after share buybacks, we expect DPS to reach ¥86, an increase of 
¥3.
Please refer to the following page.



Here, I will explain details of profit indicators.
Group adjusted profit increased due to an improvement of positive spread and capital 
gains (losses) mainly related to derivative transactions, and an increase in profits at 
overseas subsidiaries.
Positive spread at DL increased due to a decline in assumed interest burden thanks to the 
reinsurance ceding transaction and impact of a decrease in assumed interest rate for
group pension policies from the second half. In addition, amid rising overseas interest 
rates from January onward, we considerably reduced and/or replaced hedged foreign 
bonds, which resulted in losses on sale of securities. However, capital gains and losses as 
a whole increased YoY.
Profit at PLC increased mainly due to one-time investment gains on commercial mortgage 
loans through the fiscal year, and improvement of valuation gains (losses). In the fourth 
quarter (October to December), PLC incurred goodwill impairment loss in their retirement 
segment that was primarily caused by a low interest rate environment. As it was a one-
time non-cash item it was excluded from adjusted profit of PLC. In addition, this 
impairment loss is not recognized in our group consolidated statements as the amount of 
goodwill at the group consolidated balance sheet is significantly limited.
At TAL, despite the negative affect on profit from significant interest rates change 
(flattening of the yield curve) that impacted unfavorably the market valuation of expected 
future premium and claims cash flows in the distant future, underlying profit significantly 
improved. DLVN steadily expanded its profits.
Consolidated net income increased thanks to one-time gains from an increase in deferred 
tax assets following the introduction of Group Tax Sharing System as well as an
improvement in MVA related gains(losses) at DFL due to a rise in overseas interest rates.
Please go to the next page.



The capital efficiency indicators are explained here.
Regarding group adjusted ROE, the positive impacts of higher adjusted profit, which is the 
numerator, and share buybacks were offset by an increase in unrealized gains on riskier 
assets mainly equities at DL. As the net assets used for the adjusted ROE calculations are 
the average of net assets (beginning and end of year), FY2020 calculation includes net 
assets amount as of March 31, 2020 when the financial market environment deteriorated 
significantly due to the outbreak of Covid-19. As market environment has recovered 
significantly since then, the impact of increase in unrealized gains has become larger in 
the calculation of adjusted ROE for FY2021.
While domestic interest rates rose, group ROEV was impacted by a rapid rise in overseas 
interest rates that lowered EEV at DL and DFL through a decline in unrealized gains. In 
addition, DL revised its insurance related assumptions reflecting recent changes in the 
environment, resulting in an unfavorable impact of approximately ¥160 billion.
Please go to the following page.



Next, I will explain sales performance.
At DL, solid sales of hospitalization insurance with lump-sum benefit (simplified application 
type) attracted a wide range of new customers, including younger generation, and the 
number of new policies exceeded 40,000. Overall, the number of new policies increased 
11% compared to the pre-Covid-19 (FY2019). However, the share of policy conversion 
sales to existing policyholders made 63% of the total number of policies sold in March, 
that continued to decline since third quarter, when it was about 70%, still remaining high 
comparing with the pre-Covid-19 level of about 50%.
Going forward, we will strive to strengthen sales capabilities to new customers and 
improve productivity, through introduction of new products, upgrade of customer 
consulting process and reform of the life plan designers compensation system, with a  
further emphasis on thorough compliance with respect to insurance sales.
New business at DFL has seen recovering thanks to sales expansion of foreign currency-
denominated asset-formation and asset succession products, partly supported by a rise in 
overseas interest rates. With product revision from April such as expanding payment 
coverage for the three major illnesses, NFL continued solid sales of its core medical 
insurance.
Overseas business had solid sales even amid the spread of Covid-19 in the previous fiscal 
year and it continued to grow in the current fiscal year.
Please go to the following page.



Here I will explain about group VNB.
Increase of VNB at NFL and overseas companies offset the decline at DL and DFL, 
resulting in an overall slight YoY decline. While the level of November revised forecast has 
been secured, the progress rate against initial forecast in May was at around 80%.
VNB at DL was impacted by revision of unit costs and the share of medical type insurance 
policy conversion with limited additional profitability that made 24% of all number of 
policies sold for the full fiscal year.
For VNB calculation DFL takes into account corporate bond spreads, based on the spreads 
published by Insurance Capital Standards (ICS), which are being considered as 
international insurance regulations. Although new business volume was on a recovery 
trend, assumed interest rates credited to customers are determined based on the actual 
investment yields of purchased assets, while the investment yield used for calculation of 
VNB only reflects the ICS based spreads, which is lower than the actual spreads, 
negatively impacting VNB for some policies.
Meanwhile, NFL and overseas subsidiaries made steady growth of VNB due to solid sales 
volumes, particularly at PLC.
Please go to the following page.



Group earnings forecast for FY2022 is as shown on this slide.
Consolidated ordinary revenues are expected to decrease as a reactionary decline of foreign 
exchange gains at DFL. These gains (losses) have no impact on ordinary profit, net income 
or adjusted profit.
Group adjusted profit is expected to be approximately ¥270 billion due to a YoY decline in 
investment income and other factors.
Based on the calculation method revision from FY2022, the forecast for fundamental profit 
for FY2022 is based on the revised standard, and the same standard is used for FY2021. 
Please refer to reference materials on page 10 for the details of the revision and changed 
amounts.
Group VNB is forecasted to reach approximately ¥154 billion.
Please go to the following page.



Here, I will explain Group adjusted profit and VNB forecast change factors. 
DL fundamental profit and capital gains (losses) are compared based on the revised 
calculation standard. Positive spread is expected to be affected by higher currency 
hedging costs associated with rising overseas interest rates and a decrease in dividends 
from private equity and other sources, which were major positive factors in the previous 
fiscal year. In addition, we plan a decrease in gains from core insurance activities due to 
the rapid increase benefit payments associated with Covid-19 since January, which is also 
expected to affect on the current fiscal year result.
In capital gains (losses), we expect to continue gains on sales of securities derives from 
reduction of market-related. Given the current trends in domestic interest rates and the 
substantial expansion of reinsurance ceding in the previous fiscal year, we have budgeted 
approximately ¥100 billion worth policy reserves and approximately ¥22 billion for non-
recurrent loss for new reinsurance ceding. As a result, in total capital gains (losses) and 
non-recurrent gains(losses) are expected to improve significantly. We will continue to 
actively reduce interest rate risk, mainly by purchasing bonds with higher risk reduction 
effect.
At DFL, absence of expense on the surplus relief coinsurance cancellation recorded in the 
previous fiscal year is expected to contribute.
In overseas subsidiaries, while PLC expects an improvement in Covid-19 related insurance 
claims payments in the second half of this fiscal year, decline in profits is expected due to 
an absence of substantial reversal of allowance for currently expected credit losses and 
one-time gains in investment income recorded in the previous fiscal year. At TAL and 
DLVN, we expect generally solid profits.
Group VNB is expected to be approximately ¥154.0billion. DL expects an improvement in 
its product mix, mainly reflecting the decline in share of medical type insurance policy 
conversion with limited additional profitability. In addition, we expect a steady sales 
growth at other companies.
Please go to the following page.



Finally, I will explain about shareholder payouts.
For FY2021, we plan to pay dividend of ¥83 per share and decided to conduct share 
buybacks of up to ¥120 billion.
Share buybacks amount is determined based on ESR level of 225%, cash position at 
holding company in the amount of approximately ¥200 billion as of the end of March 
2022, and taking into account expected remittances from subsidiaries, strategic 
investment opportunities, as well as our current stock price. Remittance ratio from 
subsidiaries are assumed to increase from approximately 67% level of the previous fiscal 
year.
For FY2022, we forecast a ¥86 dividend per share, an increase of ¥3 YoY, based on the 
30% payout ratio of group adjusted profit average for the past 3 years including FY2022 
forecast and taking into account the possible decrease in the number of shares after 
share buybacks.
We will continue to consider additional payouts in a flexible manner taking into account
future levels of ESR and other factors.
This ends my presentation today.




















































































